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Abstract 
We say that a finitely generated group is locally quasiconvex if all its finitely generated sub- 
groups are quasiconvex. Let G and H be locally quasiconvex subgroups of a negatively curved 
group G * H and let f. be a finitely generated subgroup of G * H which intersects G and 
Gu=k Go -Ho 
H in finitely generated subgroups. We prove that if Go is malnormal in G and quasiconvex in 
G * 
G"=H<, 
N then L is quasiconvex in G * 
GO-H,, 
H. In particularly, a free product of locally quasicon- 
vex negatively curved groups is locally quasiconvex and a free product of two negatively curved 
locally quasiconvex groups amalgamated over a virtually cyclic subgroup which is malnormal 
in one of the factors is locally quasiconvex. We also give a new proof of the fact that locally 
quasiconvex groups have the finitely generated intersection property, hence the groups mentioned 
above have the finitely generated intersection property. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 20F32, 20825, 20E06 
0. Introduction 
A group has f.g.i.p. (finitely generated intersection property) if the intersection of 
any two of its finitely generated subgroups is finitely generated. The discovery of this 
property in free groups by Howson in 1954 [9] triggered extensive research on the 
subject. Greenberg [6] proved that surface groups have f.g.i.p. (cf. Corollary 3.8) and 
Hempel [8] showed that the fundamental groups of some geometrically finite hyper- 
bolic 3-manifolds have f.g.i.p. Baumslag showed that free products preserve f.g.i.p. [I] 
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(cf. Lemma 3.5). Burns [3] proved that if a group G has f.g.i.p., then a free product of 
G and a free group amalgamated over a cyclic subgroup maximal in the free factor has 
f.g.i.p. (cf. Corollary 3.8). Soma [I41 proved that f.g.i.p. of some fundamental groups 
of 3-manifolds is preserved under certain torus and annulus sums, Recently Gitik and 
Rips [5] proved the following gencralisation of Burns’ theorem: if Ho is a strongly 
aspherical subgroup of a free group H and if G has f.g.i.p. then G * G,,=H H has f.g.i.p. 
The papers mentioned above used a variety of different complicated combinatorial 
or geometrical arguments. This should not be surprising as it seems that f.g.i.p. is a 
delicate property. For example, the trefoil knot group (n, y]x’ = JJ~) does not have 
f.g.i.p. [ 10, 121, so in general, amalgamated free products do not preserve f.g.i.p. 
In this paper we approach f.g.i.p. from a topological point of view, investigating 
geodesics in Cayley graphs of groups. 
Let X be a generating set of a group G. Consider the Cayley graph of G with 
respect to X. Recall that a subgroup Go of a G is K-quasiconvex in G with respect to 
X if any geodesic in the Cayley graph of G with the endpoints in Go belongs to the 
K-neighbourhood of Go. We will omit the reference to the generating set X if it does 
not cause confusion. A subgroup is quasiconvex in G if it is K-quasiconvex in G for 
some K. 
Definition 0.1. We say that a group G is locally quasiconvex if all its finitely generated 
subgroups are quasiconvex with respect to some finite generating set of G. 
Example 1.3 shows that the quasiconvexity of a subgroup Ga of a group G depends 
on the generating set of G. But if G is negatively curved and if Go is quasiconvex 
with respect to some finite generating set of G, then Go is quasiconvex with respect 
to any finite generating set of G [7, p. 1871. Thus for negatively curved groups local 
quasiconvexity is an intrinsic property of the group, rather than of a particular generat- 
ing set. Also Example 1.8 shows that quasiconvexity is not invariant under conjugation 
of subgroups, but Lemma 1.9 demonstrates that for negatively curved groups it is a 
conjugacy class invariant. 
It was known ([13], G.A. Swarup, private communication) that the intersection of 
two quasiconvex subgroups is quasiconvex (cf. Lemma 2.l), and that quasiconvex 
subgroups of finitely generated groups are finitely generated (cf. Lemma 1.6), hence 
finitely generated locally quasiconvex groups have f.g.i.p. (cf. Corollary 2.2). In this 
paper we investigate the behaviour of local quasiconvexity under free products with 
amalgamation, producing new results about f.g.i.p. as corollaries. 
The main technical results of this paper are Theorems 3.3 and 4.4, which have the 
following corollaries: 
Theorem 3.6. Let L he a jinitely qlcneruted subgroup of a neyutivrly curved group 
A = G * 
Cci =Ho 
H such thut the suhgroup.s L n G unci L n H me ,finitely yeneruted. If G 
und H we locully quusiconves, und (f Go is rnultwmd in G und yuusiconvrx in A 
then L is yuusiconcex irz A. 
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Recall that a subgroup Go is malnormal in G if for any ~1 E G \ Go the intersection 
SGOK’ n Go is trivial. 
Some important special cases of Theorem 3.6 are: 
Lemma 3.5. A fire product of locully quusiconws negatively curved groups is locully 
quusiconves. 
Theorem 3.7. A free product of tlr’o negatively curved locally quasiconves groups 
umu!yamuted orer u virtually cyclic .&group irhich is mulnormul in one of’thr,firtors 
is locally quasicon vex. 
The trefoil knot group is not locally quasiconvex, hence the malnormality condition 
on the amalgamating cyclic subgroup in Theorem 3.7 cannot be removed. 
Corollary 3.8. A Jiee product of’ a ne<gutively curved locally quasiconvex group lvith 
uJree group umulgumuted over a cyclic subgroup maximul in the.fiee fuctor is locull~ 
quusiconvex. In purticulur, surfuce groups ure locally quasiconvex. 
The analogue of Corollary 3.8 fails for HNN-extensions (cf. Example 1.3). 
Corollary 3.10. A double of a negaticel~~ curved locully quasiconvex group G over u 
,jnitrly generutrd mulnormul subgroup Go is locally quasiconvex iJ’ und only if the 
intersection of G \ttith unJ> ,finitely yeneruted a&group of the double is finitely gen- 
eruted or, equivalently, if the intersection of Go with any jinitely generated subgroup 
of’ the double is ,finitelJ’ generuted 
I. Quasiconvex subgroups 
A graph r consists of two sets E and If, the elements of E are the edges and 
the elements of V are the vertices of IY For any edge e E E there exists the edge 
F E E such that e = e and tl # e, and there exist l(e) E V, the initial vertex of e 
and T(e) = I(C), the terminal vertex of e. An orientation of r is a choice of exactly 
one edge in each pair {e, 5). A path p of length n = 1 pl is a sequence of n edges 
p = el . e,, such that I(ej) = T(ef_1). The initial vertex of p is l(e, ) = l(p), the 
terminal vertex of p is z(p) = t(e,). The inverse of p is the path j = t?,,& 1 . ;I. 
Let X be a set and X* = {x,x-’ /x E X}. For each x E X define (x-‘)-I = x. 
Consider a group G generated by the set X. Let Go be a subgroup of G, and let G/Go 
denote the set of right cosets of GO in G. Recall that the Cayley graph of G, denoted 
Cuyley(G), is an oriented graph whose set of vertices is G and the set of edges is 
G x X*, such that +J,x) = y, 7(8,x) = g.~ and (y,x) = (~x,x~‘). 
Definition 1.1. The relative Cayley graph of G with respect to Go is an oriented graph 
whose vertices are the right cosets of Go in G and the set of edges is (G/Go) x X*, 
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such that z(Gog,x) = Gag, r(Gog,x) = Gogx and (Gog,x> = (Gogxlx,xP’). We denote it 
Cayley(G, Go). 
Since the Cayley graph depends on the generating set of the group, we work with a 
fixed generating set, omitting any reference to it whenever it does not cause confusion. 
Note that Go acts on the Cayley graph of G by left multiplication, and Cayley(G, Go) 
can be defined as the quotient of &yle,v(G) by this action. 
A word in X is any finite sequence of elements of X*. Denote the set of all words 
in X by W(X), and denote the equality of two words by 3. 
Definition 1.2. The labeling of a path 
P = (Gogl,xl)(Goglxl,x2)...(Goglxl ....G-I,-G> in Cwley(G,Go) 
is the function Lab(p) z ~1x2 . . .x,1 E W(X). 
As usual, we identify the word Lab(p) with the corresponding element in G. 
A geodesic in a Cayley graph is a shortest path joining two vertices. A geodesic 
triangle in Cuyley(G) is a closed path p = plp2p3, where each pi is a geodesic. 
A group G is ii-negatively curved if any side of any geodesic triangle in Cuyley(G) 
belongs to the K-neighbourhood of the union of the other two sides. As any group 
is negatively curved with respect to some infinite generating set, we assume that 
all negatively curved groups are finitely generated. If a group is negatively curved 
with respect to some finite generating set, then it is negatively curved with respect 
to any generating set [7, p. 1041, but the constant 6 depends on the generating 
set. 
Note that a bounded subgroup of any group is quasiconvex with a quasiconvexity 
constant not bigger than the half of the diameter of the subgroup. In particular, a finite 
subgroup of any group is quasiconvex. 
In a negatively curved group the quasiconvexity of a subgroup does not depend on 
the finite generating set of the group and any cyclic subgroup of a negatively curved 
group is quasiconvex [7, p. 1451, but the following example shows that this is not true 
in general. 
Example 1.3. Consider two presentations of 2 x Z. Let G = (x, y 1 xyx-‘y-l), and 
let GO = (xv). A path p beginning at vertex 1 of Cuyley(G) with Lab(p) 3 xnyn 
is a geodesic in Cuyley(G), and X” E V(p), but d(x”, (xy)) = n, so Go is not a 
quasiconvex subgroup of Cayley(G). 
Let H = (x, y,z Ixyx-‘y-‘,xyz-‘) and HO = (xy) = (z). Then the path q beginning 
at 1 with Lab(q) = z” is the only geodesic in Cu,vley(H) connecting 1 and z”, so HO 
is a 0-quasiconvex subgroup of Cuyley(H). 
Note that G is an HNN-extension of the infinite cyclic group (y), namely G = 
(x, y lxyx-’ = y), hence the analogue of Corollary 3.8 fails for FINN-extensions. 
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Definition 1.4. Let rrGo : Cuyley(G) + Cuyley(G,Go) be the projection map: no,(g) 
= Gag and rcc”(g,x) = (Gog,x). A geodesic in Cayley(G,Go) is the image of a 
geodesic in Cuyley(G) under the projection rco,. The geodesic core of Cuyley(G, Go) 
is the union of all closed geodesics in Cuyley(G, Go) beginning at the vertex Go 1. 
We denote it Core(G, Go). 
Note that for any path p in Cuyley( G, Go) if I(P) = GO. 1, then r(p) = Go .Lub( p), 
so a path p beginning at Go 1 is closed, if and only if Lab(p) E Go. 
The following lemma gives an equivalent definition of quasiconvexity, which will 
be used in this paper. 
Lemma 1.5. A subgroup Go of a group G is K-quasiconvex in G if and only if 
Core(G, Go) belongs to the K-neighbourhood of Go . 1 in Cuyley(G, Go). 
Proof. Let 7 be a closed geodesic in Core(G, Go) beginning at Go. 1. Then Lab(y) E Go 
and : is the image of a geodesic -7 in Cuyley(G) which begins at 1 with Lab($ E 
Lub(y) under the projection map. But the projection map does not increase distances, 
and it maps Go c Cuyley( G) onto Go. 1 E Cuyley( G, Go), so 7 c NK( Go. 1) C Cuyley 
(G, Go) if and only if ycNK(Ga) c Cuyley(G). c3 
Lemma 1.6. A quasiconvex subgroup Go of a finitely generuted group G is ,finitely 
generuted. 
Proof. As G is finitely generated, Lemma 1.5 implies that Core(G, Go) is a finite 
graph. Hence the fundamental group of Core(G, Go) based at Go 1 is generated by a 
finite set {st , . , s,} of loops beginning at Go . 1. But for any g E Go there exists a 
path ps in Core( G, Go) beginning at Go 1 with Lab(p,) = g, hence Go is generated 
by the finite set {Lub(sl),.. .,Lub(s,)}. 0 
Remark 1.7. Note that any group is a 0-quasiconvex subgroup of itself, so a quasi- 
convex subgroup of an infinitely generated group might be infinitely generated. 
Example 1.8. Let G = (x, y, t 1 xy = yx, txyt --] = x2), and let Go be a subgroup of 
G generated by x and y. Note that G is not negatively curved, because Go is a free 
abelian group of rank 2. Using Britton’s lemma for HNN-extensions it is easy to see 
that the embedding of Go in G is an isometry. Hence the cyclic subgroup generated 
by (xy) is not quasiconvex in G, but the cyclic subgroup generated by (x2) is. So 
conjugation does not preserve quasiconvexity in general. 
The situation in negatively curved groups is different. Recall that any geodesic 4-gon 
in a d-negatively curved group is 26-thin, i.e. each side of a geodesic 4-gon belongs 
to the 26-neighbourhood of the union of 3 other sides. 
Lemma 1.9. Conjugation preserves quusiconvex subgroups in negatively curved groups. 
Proof. Let L be a K-quasiconvex subgroup of a &negatively curved group G, let 
1 E L, let g E G, and let I$/] = 112 Let 1 be a geodesic in Cuyley(G) beginning 
at 1 with Lab(y) = g/g-‘. Let pr, p2 and p3 be geodesics in Cuyley(G) with 
/(PI) = 1, Lab = y, I(PZ) = I, Lah(pz) = I, 4~3) = I and Lnb(p3) = 
g-l. Then pi ~2~37 is a geodesic 4-gon, so ; C N2,s(p1p2p3). Let L’ E V(J~). If v t 
ND(~I U pi), then as I(~I ) = I E Ly, r(p3) = P E L” and ]pr] = Ipj/ = m, 
it follows that 1) E N2cj_r,I(LLl). As L is K-quasiconvex in G, p2 cN~(Lab(p~) . L), 
SO p2 C NK+,(L$‘), hence if L’ E N2J PI), then L’ E N26+~+,,,(L4). Therefore L” is 
(K + m + 26)-quasiconvex in G. 17 
2. Finitely generated intersection property 
The product of graphs rr and r2 in the category of oriented graphs and maps 
of graphs is the graph T, x r? with E(Tr x rz) = E(Tr) x I?(&), V(Tr x &) = 
V(~I) x V(r2), i(el,e) = (i(el),i(ez)) and r(el,ez) = ($el),$e2)). 
The following result was first proven in a different setting by Greenberg [6] (cf. 
Swarup, private communication and [ 131). We present an alternative proof. 
Lemma 2.1. The intersection of’ tlro quu.siconw.x- suhyvoups c?f’ a ,jinitely generuted 
group is CI quasiconwx subgroup. 
Proof. Let A and B be K-quasiconvex subgroups of a finitely generated group G. 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
Cayley(G) 
d Cayley(G) x Cayfey , 
ZAnB 
1 .1 
71.4 x EB 
Cayley(G,AnB) ‘AxB , Cavley( G, A) x Cayley( G, B) 
where s(g) = (y, g), 6AX8((A f’B)g) = (Ag, By) and the vertical arrows are the projec- 
tion maps. Note that dAxB and 6 are injective maps of graphs. Indeed if aAXB(AflB)gr = 
~A~B(A n B)g2, then Agr = Ay2 and Bg, = By2, so (A n B)g, = (A n B)g2. Hence any 
K-neighbourhood of (A n B) 1 in Cayley(G, A n B) is mapped isomorphically onto its 
image in the K-neighbourhood of (A . 1, B . 1) in Im(6AXB). 
Let ;‘A~B be a closed geodesic in CayZey(G, A f’ B) beginning at (A n B) 1. 
There exists a geodesic 1’ in Cuy/ey(G) beginning at 1 such that rcA,&) = YA~B. 
Then 6(y) = (7, y) and ( rc,d x Q)(;,,/I) = (rc.~(y), rcg(y)). As the diagram commutes, 
SA,B(~A”S) = (Q(Y), x8(;‘)). As A and B are K-quasiconvex in G, Lemma 1.5 im- 
plies that XA(Y) C NK(A I ) c Cu_vlrj(G, A) and nn(;j) c NK(B. 1) c Cayley(G, B). As 
G is finitely generated, NK(A . I ) and NK(B I ) are finite graphs, so the product 
NK(A 1) x NK(B 1) is a finite graph, therefore as (SAxB is injective, ~A”B belongs 
to a finite subgraph of Cuylev(G,A n B). Hence there exists a constant Ka such that 
;‘.dns C NK”(A n B I j c Cayley(G,A f? Bj, and it follows from Lemma 1.5 that A n B 
is a Ko-quasiconvex subgroup of G. 0 
Corollary 2.2. A locall~~ quasiconcex jinitely generuted group G bus f:g.i.p. 
Proof. Let A and B be finitely generated subgroups of G. As G is locally quasiconvex, 
A and B are quasiconvex, so Lemma 2.1 implies that A n B is quasiconvex, therefore 
Lemma 1.6 implies that A n B is finitely generated. 0 
3. Normal forms in amalgamated free products of groups 
Let X and Y be sets such that X* n Y* = 0. Let G and H be groups generated by 
X and Y respectively, let Go < G and Ho < H be isomorphic subgroups, and let A = 
G * c;,,=Hi, H be the amalgamated free product. We identify Cayley(G) and Cuyley(H j 
with their isomorphic images in Cuyley(A j containing 1. 
We denote the distance in Cuyley(A j by d. 
Definition 3.1. A subgraph r c Cayley(Aj is labelled with X if all its edges are 
of the form (a,~), x t X*, and it is labelled with Y if all its edges are of the 
form (a,_~), J E Y’. r is monochromatic if it is labelled only with X or only 
with Y. 
An element a E A is in normal form if CE z ulu2 . a, such that: 
(1 j a; lies in one factor of A; 
(2) a, and a,;, are in different factors of A; 
(3) if n # I, then u, @ Go. 
Any a E A can be written in normal form. If a = ala2 a,, is in normal form and 
n > 1, then a # In. 
Definition 3.2. We say that a path p = pl p2 . . p,, is in normal form if 
(1) each pi is a maximal monochromatic subpath of p; 
(2) each p1 is a geodesic in Cuy/ey(Gj or in Cuyley(H); 
(3) Lab(p) E Lah(p,j.. f Lub( pn j is in normal form. 
The following theorem shows the importance of normal forms. 
Theorem 3.3. Lrt G ~nri H hr 6-negaticely curced groups, und let L he a jinitely 
grnerated subgroup of A = G * 
&=H,, 
H. [f the intersection of L with uny conjugate oj 
G und qf H is quasiconcex in A, then there exists cc constunt M > 0 such thut ,for 
any 1 E L there esists u puth pi in normul Ji,rm in Cayley(Aj which begins ut 1, 
ends at 1 and belongs to the M-neighhourhood qf L in Ca,vle,v(A). 
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Proof. The subgroup theorem for amalgamated free products and the hypothesis of 
the theorem imply that L is generated by a finitely generated free subgroup LF and 
finitely generated subgroups Lp, I 5 i < n, where Li is a subgroup of G or of H. 
Let LO = {II,. lm} be a finite generating set of L ,G. The assumptions of the theorem 
imply that the subgroups L: are K,-quasiconvex in A for some K, > 0. Let K. = 
KEiX{Ki, Ilj(, 1 5 i < t7, 1 5 j < M}. 
Any 1 E L can be written as a product 1 = ai a, such that each a, belongs either 
to the set {If’ , . , I,“} or to one of the subgroups Lf’, and for any pair a, and ai+t 
one of the following holds: 
(1) a; and ai+t belong to distinct L,d’, 
(2) one of them belongs to some Ly’ and another is of the form I”, 
(3) both of them have the form IF’, and one is not the inverse of another. 
Let pi, 1 5 i 5 n, be paths in normal form in Cuyley(A) such that Lub(p,) = 
a,, z(p,) = z(p,_~) for i > 1 and [(pi) = 1. Note that pi cNK,,(L). Indeed, the end- 
points of all p; are in L. If LUb( pi) E {l:‘,. , ,$’ 1 }, then for any u E V(pi),d(v, L) 5 
d(c,l(p~)) 5 IPi1 5 KO. If LUb(Pi) E Ly’: then the quasiconvexity of Ly’ implies that 
PiCN~u(LUb(pl ‘.‘pi~I)‘L;‘)CRi,,(L.L:‘)C~~,,(L). 
Let t be the maximal reduced subpath of the product pl . . p,, (i.e. t does not contain 
a subpath of the form e5 ), then Lab(t) = I, r(t) = 1 and t E NK,(L), so if t is in 
normal form, we can set pf = t and M = K 0. Unfortunately, t might fail to be in 
normal form in two ways. 
( 1) A maximal monochromatic subpath of t might not be a single geodesic in 
Cuyley(G) or in Cuyley(H ), but a union of a number of such geodesics. 
(2) A maximal monochromatic subpath of t may be labelled by an element of Go. 
We will rectify the situation by choosing the representative of 1 more carefully. 
First we enlarge the generating set LO of LF in the following way. Let SO = 
{If’)..., I;‘&‘)...) d?‘}, where each element is in normal form. For any two words 
w and u in SO let wi ...I%‘, and 1.1 .‘.z’,,~ be their decompositions into maximal words 
which belong to one factor of A. If \t’; and uj belong to the same factor of A, 
say to G, and if wi ‘. Iv,Hcj.. t’,,, n L # I, then we add one word of the form 
wi . wihu,i.. ‘0, EL to LO. Denote the resulting set by S, and let Kl = max{K,, 1.~1,  < 
i < n, s E S}. 
Now we can choose a different representative of 1. Let tl,. , tk be the decomposition 
oft into maximal monochromatic subpaths. If Lab(t,) E Go and tl is labelled with X (or 
with Y), then we replace t, by a path with the same endpoints but labelled with Y (or 
with X). After finitely many such replacements each maximal monochromatic subpath 
will be labelled by an element not in Go. Call the resulting path q, and let q1 . . qm 
be its decomposition into maximal monochromatic segments. Let bi = Lub(qi). 
Recall that our initial representative of I was the product ai . a, described above. 
The construction of q implies that for any maximal monochromatic subpath qi of q 
there exist words w and 2: in So and a subword a, . a, of at . a, such that a, . al = 
W, . . wk b,, V, . . U,,, (the product on the right might not be a freely reduced word). 
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Without loss of generality bi E H. The definition of the set S implies that there exists 
h E H such that IV~ wkhr. cm E S. But 
II, u, = \vl l*.‘kb,h-‘ht’f t:,, 
=[(w! . ..~k)(bjh-‘)(~il . ..w~)~‘)][(Iv~ ...~~k)h(v~...v,] 
and the first part of this word belongs to one of the subgroups L:!’ and the second part 
belongs to S. 
So we can replace the product a, . ut by the product of an element from Lp’ with 
an element from S, hence we can replace any maximal monochromatic subpath of 
q by a monochromatic path with the same endpoints which is a union of two paths 
each being a geodesic in Cayley( G) or in Cayley(H), and which belongs to the Kl- 
neighbourhood of L. As G and H are d-negatively curved we can replace each such 
path by a single geodesic which belongs to its &neighbourhood. The path pi obtained 
by performing all such possible replacements in q is in normal form, it has the same 
endpoints as q, and p/ c NK, +(5(L). So we can set M = KI + 6. 0 
Note that if G is negatively curved then Go is K-quasiconvex in G if and only if 
for any y E Go there exists a geodesic in Cuyley(G) which begins at 1, ends at .L/ 
and belongs to the K-neighbourhood of Go, therefore Theorem 3.3 has the following 
corollary. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G und H he locully yuasiconves negatively curved groups, und let 
A=G * 
G,,=Ho 
H he (I &negativeh, curved group. Assume that the follokng conditions 
hold 
( I ) An), jinitely generated suhyroup of A intersects G und H in u jinitely generated 
subgroup or, equivulently, uny ,jinitely generuted subgroup of A intersects Go in a 
,finitely yeneruted subgroup. 
(2) There e.ui.sts u constant c > 0 such thut the c-neighbourhood of any puth in 
normul .fiwnl in Cu.vley(A) contuins u geodesic \vith the same endpoints us the puth. 
Then A is locull~v quasiconvex, therefore A hus j.‘g i.p. 
Proof. Let L be a finitely generated subgroup of A. As G and H are locally quasicon- 
vex, Assumption ( I ) of the theorem implies that the subgroups L fl G and L n H are K- 
quasiconvex in G and in H respectively for some K. We claim that those subgroups are 
K + c + &quasiconvex in A. Indeed, let ;‘G be any geodesic in Cayley(G) c Cuyley(A) 
with the endpoints at L n G. Then ;‘G c NI((L f’ G). As 7~ is in normal form and as 
A is ii-negatively curved, Assumption (2) of the theorem implies that any geodesic in 
A with the same endpoints as ;‘G belongs to the K + c + &neighbourhood of L n G. 
As A is negatively curved, Lemma 1.9 and Assumption (1) of the theorem imply that 
the intersection of L with any conjugate of G and of H is quasiconvex in A, therefore 
Theorem 3.3 and Assumption (2) of the theorem imply the result. 0 
Note that the first assumption of Theorem 3.4 always holds for polycyclic (in par- 
ticular, for virtually cyclic) Go, but the second assumption of Theorem 3.4 seems to 
be too technical to be useful. The following lemma is an example of direct verification 
of Assumption (2). 
Lemma 3.5. A free product of’ locully yuctsiconwx negatively curved groups G und 
H is locally quasiconvex. 
Proof. As G * H as negatively curved [7, p. I 1 I] and it obviously satisfies Assumption 
(I) of Theorem 3.4, it is enough to show that it satisfies Assumption (2). Let p be 
a path in normal form in Cayley( G * H), and let pr . . p,, be its decomposition into 
maximal monochromatic subpaths. Let ;’ be a geodesic in Cayley( G*H) with the same 
endpoints as p, and let :‘I . ;I,~, be its decomposition into maximal monochromatic 
subpaths. The normal form theorem for free products implies that n = m, and Lab(yj) = 
Lab(pi), 1 5 j < n, hence I = r(p,). But each p, is a geodesic in Cuyley(G) or 
Cuyley(H), so 1~~1 = /piI, hence IpI = I;‘), so any path in normal form in Cuyley(G * 
H) is a geodesic, hence G * H satisfies Assumption (2) of Theorem 3.4 with c = 0. 
Further applications of Theorem 3.4 are direct corollaries of Theorem 4.6 which 
shows that if A is negatively curved, and if Ga is malnormal in G and quasiconvex in 
A, then A satisfies Assumption (2) of Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 3.6. Let L be u jinitely qcneruted subgroup of u negatively curved group 
A=G * 
Go =no 
H such that the suhyroups L n G und L n H ure ,finitely yeneruted. /J’ G 
and H are loccrlly quusiconvrx, und if Go is mulnormul in G clnd quasiconvex in A 
then L is yucrsiconvex in A. 
Theorem 3.7. A free product qf loc~ully yuasiconrcx negatively curved groups umul- 
yamuted over u virtuully cyclic subgroup which is malnormal in one of thejbctors is 
locally quasiconvex. 
Proof. A free product of negatively curved groups amalgamated over a cyclic subgroup 
which is malnormal in one of the factors is negatively curved [2], and a virtually cyclic 
subgroup is always quasiconvex in a negatively curved group [7, p. 1451, so the result 
follows from Theorem 3.6. 0 
Corollary 3.8. A free product of’u negutively curved locally quasiconvex group with 
u free group amulgamated over u q&c subgroup muximal in the jree factor is locally 
quasiconvex. In particulur, surjtice cjroups are locully quusiconvex. 
For an additional application of Theorem 4.4 consider metrics on Ga and Ho which 
are the restrictions of the metrics on Cuyley(G) and on Cuyley(H) respectively. 
We call an amalgamated free product G + (;,,=IIi, H a double of G over Go if the map 
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#j : Go + Ho which defines G * 
Gi, =Ht, 
H is a restriction of an isomorphism between G 
and H to Go. In this case 4 is an isometry. 
Lemma 3.9. Let A = G * 
G”=HI, 
H he u neguticelJ> curved group. If the map $I : Go - 
Ho d&ing the amalgumutedjiree product A = G * 
G,,=Ho 
H is an isometry with respect 
to the uhoae metrics, then G und H ure quasiconvex in A. 
Proof. Note that for any y E G there exists a monochromatic geodesic 7~ labelled 
with X which begins at 1 and ends at 8. Indeed, let 7 be any geodesic in Cayley(A) 
which begins at 1 and ends at g and let ~1 yn be its decomposition into maximal 
monochromatic subpaths. If n > 1 then the normal form theorem implies that there 
exists 1 5 i 5 n with Lub(~~) E Go. Without loss of generality J+ is labelled with X. AS 
4 is an isometry, there exists a path 7: labelled with Y which has the same endpoints 
and the same length as yi, hence the path y’ = yl ;!,-1$y,+, yn is a geodesic. 
But as ~,_I$~,+I is labelled with Y, y’ has at most n - 1 monochromatic subpaths. So 
repeating such replacement at most n - 1 times we construct a monochromatic geodesic 
;t,y with the same endpoints as y. 
As A is &negatively curved and yX belongs to the 0-neighbourhood of G, it follows 
that G is K-quasiconvex in A. 0 
Corollary 3.10. A double of u negatively curved locally quusiconcex group G uvel 
II jinitely generuted mulnormal subgroup Go is locally quasiconvex iJ’ and only ij 
the intersection of’ G with any jinitely generated subgroup of the double is finitely 
generuted or, equivalently, if’ and only i the intersection of’ Go with uny jinitely 
generated subgroup of the double is jinitely generuted. 
Proof. Such a double is negatively curved [2], so the result follows from Theorem 4.6 
and Lemma 3.9. q 
4. Geodesics in amalgamated free products of negatively curved groups 
Lemma 4.1. rj’ G and H ure quasicontiex subgroups of a negatively curved group A = 
G * 
(;,I = WI 
H, then there exists a constant e > 0 such that for uny geodesic y c Cuyley(A) 
lhere exists u puth ; ’ in normul form with the same endpoints us y with the fOIlowing 
properties: 
(1) 7 c N, (;I’) and :” c N,:(y), 
(2) UH endpoint of any maximal monochromatic subpath off lies in 7 and is an 
endpoint of some maximal monochromatic suhputh of‘ 7. 
Proof. Let 71 yn be a decomposition of 7 such that 
(1) Lub(yi) lies in one factor of A; 
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(2) Lab(;j,) and L&(7,+1 ) are in different factors of A; 
(3) ~(7,) is bichromatic for i < II. 
(In this decomposition none of the subpaths y, might be monochromatic, but each 7; 
is a union of maximal monochromatic subpaths of 7.) As G and H are quasiconvex 
subgroups of A, the geodesics in Chyley(G) and in Cayley(H) are quasigeodesics in 
Cayley(A). As A is negatively curved, quasigeodesics in Cayley(A) follow geodesics, 
i.e. there exists a constant E > 0 such that any geodesic in Cayley(A) and any 
geodesic in Cayley(G) (or in Ca~~le,v(H)) with the same endpoints belong to the c- 
neighbourhoods of each other [7, p. 1871. Let 7: bc a monochromatic path with the same 
endpoints as y, which is a geodesic in either Cuyley(G) or in Cayley(H). Then yi 
and y: belong to the e-neighbourhoods of each other, so the paths y’ = 1~; . . y$ 
and 7 belong to the c-neighbourhoods of each other. By construction ;” is in nor- 
mal form and any endpoint of a maximal monochromatic subpath of y’ lies in 1’ and 
is bichromatic in y. 0 
Remark 4.2. Let G and H be quasiconvex subgroups of a negatively curved group 
A = GGO*H, II and let c be as in Lemma 4. I. Let t be a geodesic in Cayley(G) and 
let q be a geodesic in Cuyley(H) with common endpoints in Cayley(A). Then t and 
q belong to the 2E-neighbourhoods of each other. 
Proof. Indeed, let ;’ be a geodesic in Cuyley(A) with the same endpoints as t and q. 
By definition of e it follows that t c N,,(y) and ;’ c N,(q). 0 
The following result was originally proved by Rips [4] for the special case of a free 
group G. 
Lemma 4.3. Let Go he a n&wrrmd K-quasicorzcex subgroup of u jinitely generated 
yro~p G. Let 71 tly2t2 be a closed path in Cayley(G) such that ~1, and ~2 me geodesics 
in Cayley(G), Lab(y1) E GO, Lab(;ll) E Go, Lab(tl ) $! Go, and Lab( t2) +,! Go. For 
any L > 0, let N = N(L) he the number of’ wrticrs in NK+L(G~ 1) c Cayley(G, Go). 
If there exists a decomposition ;‘I = pl x/i’2 such that x c No c Cuyley(G), then 
1x1 < N2 + 1. 
Proof. Assume that 1’21 > N2+ 1. Without loss of generality, 1(y2) = 1. Let 7; = /$a’& 
be a geodesic in Cayley(G) beginning at 1 such that Lab@,) E Lab@{), Lab(a) E 
Lah(cc’) and Lab(/Il) E Lab@). 
Let 7~ : Cayley(G) + Cayley(G, Go) be the projection map. Note that 1/z and $ are 
geodesics in Cayley( G) beginning at 1, La& ;!{ ) E Go and Lab(y2) E Go, so as Go is 
K-quasiconvex in G, Lemma I .5 implies that z(y2 U y{ ) c NK(Go. I ) c Cayley(G, Go). 
As x C No c Cuyley(G), it follows that ~(8) C NK+~(Go . 1) C Cayley(G, Go). 
Denote the vertices of n(z) by rl, . , cn and the vertices of n(cc’) by WI,. . . , w,. As 
II 2 N2 + 1, and {cf ,..., I’,, 1~1,. , IL’,~} c NK+,,(Go I ), there exist 1 5 i < j < n such 
that (t.f,wi) = (c,,wj). Let pi and p2 be subpaths of z(rl) connecting ~(n(yl)) and cl, 
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and ~3, and I’, respectively. Let q1 and q2 be subpaths of $7;) connecting l(Q){ )) = 
Go. 1 and wi, and w; and IV, respectively. Let s = z(t2). Then sprp2J,S and qlqsq, 
are closed paths in Cuyley(G, Go) beginning at Go . 1, so Lab(spr plij,g) E Go and 
Lab(qrqz+,) E Go. 
But Lab(pl) s Luh(q,) and Luh(p2) E Lub(qz), so Lub(s)Lub(p~p~~,)Lub-‘(s) E 
Go, and Lub(p~p23,) E Go. Therefore the malnormality of Go in G implies that 
Lab(s) E Go, contradicting the assumption that Lab(s) = Lub(t2) 4 Go. Hence 1x1 < 
N2+1. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let A = G * 
Go =f41 
H he u negutbely curved group. [f’ G und H are 
quusiconcex &negutiwly cuwed subgroups of A und if Go is u K-quusiconvex mul- 
normul subgroup of’ G then there exists a constunt c 2 0 such that any geodesic 
;t c Cuyley(A) belongs to the c-neiyhbourhood of‘ uny path p in normul fi)rm in 
Cuvley(A ) with the same endpoints us 7. 
Proof. Let 7’ and I: be as in Lemma 4.1. If a closed path y’j is in normal form, 
then it is monochromatic, so it is a geodesic 2-gon in a d-negatively curved group 
G (or H ), hence ;” c N,s( p), therefore 7 c N,.+(s( p). Otherwise, let 7’ = $& ‘7: and 
p = PIP?” pm be decompositions of ;” and p into maximal monochromatic sub- 
paths. As ;” and p are in normal form, the normal form theorem for amalgamated 
free products [l l] implies that n = m and p; and II: are labelled both with X or 
both with Y. If y’j is not in normal form, then the normal form theorem implies that 
Lub(j,y’,) E Go and Lub($,j,,) E Go. Without loss of generality assume that j,~‘, 
is labelled with X. Let tr be a geodesic in Cuyleq~(G) such that z(tr ) = I(;):) and 
~(tr ) = I( p2), and let q1 be a geodesic in Cuyley(H) with the same endpoints as tr. 
Then q1 and tr have the same label as j,$. The normal form theorem implies that 
Lub(ij2ql$) E Go, so let t2 be a geodesic in Cuyley(H) such that r(t2) = I(;$) and 
r(t2) = 1(p3), and let q2 be a geodesic in Cuyley(G) with the same endpoints as 
t2. Then q2 and t2 have the same label as j2ql;$. Define 43, t3,...,qn-1,t,_l simi- 
larly. Note that for 1 < i < n a path y:<jiqi_r is monochromatic, therefore it is 
a geodesic 4-gon in a d-negatively curved group G (or H). But geodesic 4-gons 
in a b-negatively curved group are 2&thin, and moreover there exists a constant d 
which depends only on G or on H such that for any geodesic 4-gon p1 p2p3 p4 in 
Cuyley(G) or in Cuyley(H) there exists a decomposition of p4 into connected sub- 
paths p4 = p/1 pipl, such that pi belongs to the d-neighbourhood of p, [7, p. 1601. 
(In fact, we can choose A = 36.) Let yl . y,, be the decomposition of y described 
in Lemma 4.1. Then 7: C N,:(yi), hence for any 1 < i < n there exists a decomposi- 
tion ti = t,,, tly t, such that t,,, CNd(pI), tic, c Nd(qr-l) and t, c NA+~(~,), and there 
exists a decomposition qi = q,,,qi,ql such that qL,, c NA(P,+I 1, cc, c NA(G+I 1 and 
q, C NA+i:(Ti+r ). For i = 1 and i = n there are similar decompositions arising from 
S-thin triangles. 
The following proof holds for 2 < i < n ~ 1. For the remaining values of i the 
argument is similar but shorter and will be omitted. 
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Consider two cases. 
Case 1: t, is labelled with X. Let m be the number of vertices in the (K + A)- 
neighbourhood of Go 1 in Cayle)(G, Go), and let M = m2 + 1. As La&pi) @ Go, 
Lab(yi) $! Go, La&t,) E Go and Lab(qi_1) E Go, Lemma 4.3 implies that Itlyl < M. 
Let uo E I’(?,) be the vertex which is the closest possible to r(yi) such that u. E 
Nd+,(t,) and such that d(uo, p) > 34 + 5~ + M. Remark 4.2 implies that there exists 
a vertex u E V(ql) such that d(oo,u) < ct(co,ti) + 2r: 5 3.5 + A. 
If u E V(q,,>), then d(ca, p,+i) < d(~o,tl) + A 5 3c + 24 contradicting the choice 
of D(). 
If u E V(q; ), then condition (1) of Lemma 4.1 implies that there exists ui E V(yj+i) 
such that d(u,vi) 5 E + A. But then d(~:o,r(y,)) 5 d(vo,vi) 5 d(ua,u) + d(u,vi) 5 
4c + 24. 
If u E V(q,,), then Remark 4.2 implies that there exists a vertex z E I’(qi+i) such 
that d(u,z) 5 2e+ A. As qi+i is labelled with X, Lemma 4.3 implies that Iq,+l,l < M. 
Ifz E V(q;+lpUqr+l,), then Q'(~o,P,-~) 5 d(co,u)+d(u,z)+lq,+l,l+A < 5ef3A+M, 
contradicting the choice of CO. So z E V(q,+l ), and condition 1) of Lemma 4.1 implies 
that there exists a vertex ~‘2 E V(y;+l ) such that d(z, ~2) < a+ A. But then d(vo, r(ri) 2 
d(tlo, 02) 5 d(uo,z) + d(z, ~11) 5 6~: + 34. Therefore if ti is labelled with X, then 
d(vo, L(Y~+I) 5 6~ + 34. 
Now let yo E V(yl) be the vertex which is the closest possible to z(y;+i) such that 
ua E Nd+,(q;_I ) and such that d(c(), p) > 34 + 51: + M. The same argument shows 
that d(ya, I(?,)) 5 6a+3A. It follows that if I?,1 > 12~+6A, then there exists a vertex 
in V(y,) which belongs to the (34 + 5c +M)-neighbourhood of p, but then any vertex 
in V(yi) belongs to the (64 + 11 c + M)-neighbourhood of p. 
On the other hand if I;‘,1 5 12~ + 64, then ltj I 5 (12~ + 64) + (E + A). Therefore, 
as ltiy I < M, it follows that 7; belongs to the (14~ + 9A + M)-neighbourhood of p. 
So if t; is labelled with X, it follows that ;‘, belongs to the (14.5 + 9A + M)- 
neighbourhood of p. 
Case 2: ti is labelled with Y. Let wa f V(yi) be the vertex which is the closest 
possible to r(:/i) such that wo E NJ+~(&) and such that d(wo, p) > 24 + 3~ + M. 
Remark 4.2 implies that there exists a vertex U’ E V(qi) such that d(wo,tl’) < 
3~ + A. As qi is labelled with X, Lemma 4.3 implies that /qi, I < M, hence if 
U’ E I’(qiP U q;,), then d(wo, pI+i ) < 31: + 24 + M, contradicting the choice of 
wo. 
If u E V(q,,), then condition ( 1) of Lemma 4.1 implies that there exists WI E V(yi+i ) 
such that d(tl’, WI) 5 E + A. But then d(wo,z(y,)) 5 4~ + 24. So as in the proof of 
the first case, if ly;I > 8c + 44, then there exists a vertex in V(ri) which belongs to 
the (24 + 3~: + M)-neighbourhood of p, but then any vertex in V(yi) belongs to the 
(44 + 7e + M)-neighbourhood of p. 
If I’/;/ 5 8r + 44, then as yl+i is labelled with X, it follows that yl+i belongs to the 
(14~ + 9A + M)-neighbourhood of p,+i, but then ;‘, belongs to the (22~ + 134 + M)- 
neighbourhood of pi+1 . 
Therefore y belongs to the (22~ + 134 + M)-neighbourhood of p. 0 
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Lemma 4.5. rf’ A = G G zH H is negatively curved and if Go is K-quusiconvex in A, 
then G und H are K-qks;concex in A (hence G and H are negatively curved). 
Proof. Let y be a geodesic in CayZey(A) with Lab(y) E G. The normal form theorem 
implies that there exists a decomposition yl . yn of y such that for each i either yl is 
a maximal monochromatic subpath of ?/ labelled with X or yi is a union of maximal 
monochromatic subpaths of ;j and Lub(yj) E Go. In the first case yi belongs to the 
0-neighbourhood of G. In the second case as Go is K-quasiconvex in A and yi is a 
geodesic in Cayley(A), it follows that yi c NK((Y~ . . ‘/,-I ). Go) c NK(G). Hence G is 
K-quasiconvex in A. 0. 
Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 imply the following useful fact: 
Theorem 4.6. Let A = GG 2, H he a negatively curved group. If Go is u quasiconvex 
0 ” 
subgroup of‘ A tchich is muinormui in G then there exists u constant c > 0 such thut 
uny geodesic ;’ c Cuyley(A) belongs to the c-neighbourhood of uny path p in normul 
form in Cuyley(A) w?th the sume endpoints us 7. 
Question. A free abelian group of rank 2 has f.g.i.p. but is not locally quasiconvex. Is 
there an example of a negatively curved group with this property? 
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